Introduction {#s1}
============

Noise is prevalent in the nervous system, from ion channels through synapses and single neurons, and up to the system level ([@bib32]; [@bib51]; [@bib47]; [@bib40]; [@bib18]; [@bib2]). Consequently, even when presented with identical stimuli, the brain may receive different spiking patterns from the sensory neurons ([@bib32]; [@bib7]; [@bib15]; [@bib46]). The nature of neural noise thus determines how information is encoded in the brain ([@bib9]; [@bib58]; [@bib10]; [@bib48]), and how it might be read out from neural activity ([@bib70]; [@bib13]; [@bib66]). To correctly decode, the brain must overcome this noise ([@bib40]; [@bib57]).

In engineering, codes are designed to solve this problem by choosing codewords that are far apart in the space of patterns, relative to the typical noise levels. That way, if noise corrupts a message, it would still be easily distinguishable from the noisy variants of other codewords ([@bib11]; [@bib57]; [@bib12]). It is not clear however, how this issue is resolved in the brain, or how it affects the design of the neural code, where information is carried by the joint activity patterns of large groups of noisy neurons ([@bib36]; [@bib33]; [@bib34]; [@bib19]; [@bib43]; [@bib64]; [@bib20]; [@bib23]). It is clear that the nature of correlations among neurons is central in shaping the code\'s capacity and content, in particular in the context of noise ([@bib72]; [@bib71]; [@bib1]; [@bib16]; [@bib56]; [@bib49]; [@bib43]; [@bib54]; [@bib21]; [@bib53]; [@bib22]). However, the functional role of these correlations in encoding information by large populations has been heavily debated ([@bib37]; [@bib4]; [@bib44]; [@bib50], [@bib49]; [@bib5]; [@bib62]; [@bib14]; [@bib43]; [@bib17]; [@bib38]; [@bib39]; [@bib20]), partly because of the difficulty to study them directly at the network level and the limitations of generalizing from small groups of cells to large ones.

To uncover the structure and content of neural population codebooks, we must be able to quantify the similarity between population activity patterns. In other words, we need to understand network noise well enough to know which patterns are likely to be interchanged in encoding the same stimulus. Several studies suggested intuitive and computationally efficient measures of spike train similarity ([@bib68]; [@bib65]; [@bib26]). However, they mostly focused on single neurons and often assumed the functional form of similarity between responses. Despite their computational simplicity, it is not clear whether such simple metrics can adequately represent similarity between neural responses. The Hamming distance, for example, is a very intuitive measure of similarity between population activity patterns, simply defined as the number of neurons that switch state from spiking to silence and vice versa. Yet, it measures similarity in form, or syntactic similarity, but not necessarily similarity in meaning, that is, semantic similarity ([@bib28]). This would be analogous to suggesting that 'night' and 'light' are similar in meaning because they differ by just one letter. Extending such metrics to large populations requires additional assumptions on the way the similarity measures between different cells should be combined.

We suggest here that the semantic similarity between neural activity patterns can be measured by comparing what each pattern tells the brain about the stimulus. We demonstrate that in the vertebrate retina, responding to natural and artificial stimuli, we can estimate this similarity between any pair of population responses, using models of population encoding noise. Using this similarity structure, or 'thesaurus', we can map the semantic organization and content of the population codebook and show how it enables the accurate decoding of novel population patterns.

Results {#s2}
=======

To study the variability, or noise, which is inherent to encoding of sensory stimuli by large populations of neurons, we presented isolated salamander retinas with over 600 repeats of the same 10 s long video clips (one natural video and one artificial spatially uniform and temporally Gaussian flicker video), and recorded the joint response of dozens of retinal ganglion cells (see 'Materials and methods'). Each video was presented continuously in a loop for ∼2 hr. This allowed us to collect hundreds of neural population responses evoked by the exact same visual stimulus (including identical stimulus history up to several minutes). [Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows examples of the stochastic, or noisy, responses of single neurons from the population to the same stimulus segment (see also [@bib32]; [@bib7]).10.7554/eLife.06134.003Figure 1.Population responses to natural and artificial stimuli are noisy.(**A**) Subset of the responses of four retinal ganglion cells to 20 repeats of the same artificial video clip (out of 641 altogether). Each block corresponds to one cell, each line to a single repeat; black dots mark spike times. (**B**) Top: Response of a population of 20 retinal ganglion cells to four repeats of the same stimulus as in **A**. Here, each block represents the response of the entire population in a single trial and each line represents a single cell. Bottom: All 641 population responses of the 20 cells (across repeats) for one time point marked by the shaded bar in the raster plot above. Black ticks represent spikes; each vertical slice in the plot is the population response on a single trial and is therefore a single sample from the conditional distribution of responses given the stimulus presented at that point in time *P*(*r*\|*s*). (**C**) Top: Conditional entropy of the population response patterns, given the stimulus, as a function of time for a 10 s artificial video clip repeated hundreds of times. Thin gray lines correspond to different groups of 20 cells; Average over 10 groups is shown in purple. Bottom: The average firing rate, for the same stimulus, shown as a function of time. (**D**--**F**) Same as **A**--**C** but for a natural video clip (with 693 repeats).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.06134.003](10.7554/eLife.06134.003)

In order to examine the responses at the population level, we defined the population activity pattern *r(t)* as the binary vector of the instantaneous states of each neuron: the *i*th entry in the vector, r^i^, being 1 if the *i*th neuron spiked, and 0 if it was silent (responses were binned in 20 ms bins; for other bin sizes see [Figure 5---figure supplement 4](#fig5s4){ref-type="fig"}). Note that each time point, *t,* corresponds to a particular segment of the video (*t* runs from 0 to 10 s---the length of the video), and thus to a particular visual stimulus which we denote as *s(t)*. For a 10 s long video, binned at 20 ms, we have 500 such stimuli.

By collecting the responses recorded at the same time point in the video across many repeated presentations, we obtain samples from the conditional distribution of activity patterns *r* given a stimulus *s*, denoted *P*(*r*\|*s*). This distribution is commonly referred to as the 'encoding distribution' of the stimulus. [Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows samples of the joint responses of 20 neurons (the population size we focus on in this study) across the repetitions of the video, reflecting the wide variety of different population activity patterns evoked by the same stimulus.

We quantified the variability of the population patterns that encoded the same stimulus by the entropy, *H*, of the encoding distribution, *P*(*r*\|*s*), which measures the 'width' or richness of the distribution (see 'Materials and methods'). [Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the entropy of *P*(*r*\|*s*) as a function of time (or, equivalently, of stimulus), along with the instantaneous population rate, reflecting that the variability of the population responses is high when the population\'s firing rate goes up.

Measuring semantic similarity between population activity patterns {#s2-1}
------------------------------------------------------------------

The encoding noise determines which population patterns may be used to encode the same stimulus and thus implicitly defines similarity between patterns. We submit that two neural activity patterns are similar, in terms of their meaning, to the extent that they convey similar information to the brain. This constitutes *semantic* similarity between population patterns, which does not necessarily rely on any *syntactic* similarity (for example total spike count). Intuitively, this is analogous to synonyms in natural language, which may not look similar, but still have the same meaning ([@bib42]).

The meaning of a neural activity pattern *r* is given by what it tells the brain about its corresponding input, or in the case of sensory systems, the potential stimuli that could have resulted in that response. Since the mapping between stimulus and response is probabilistic, the meaning of *r* is given by the probability distribution over stimuli conditioned on that response, namely *P*(*s*\|*r*). We therefore defined the distance between two neural population activity patterns *r*~k~and *r*~l~as the dissimilarity between *P* (s\|r~k~) and *P*(s\|r~l~),$$d\left( {r_{\text{k}},r_{\text{l}}} \right) = \text{D}_{\text{JS}}\left( P\left( s \middle| r_{\text{k}} \right) \middle| \middle| P\left( s \middle| r_{\text{l}} \right) \right),$$where D~JS~ is the Jensen-Shannon divergence between the distributions (see 'Materials and methods')---a symmetric measure of dissimilarity that varies between 0, for identical distributions, and 1, for non-overlapping distributions. Here, 0 would imply that the two activity patterns are perfect 'synonyms' and have identical meaning, whereas 1 would imply completely different meaning.

Rather than directly estimating *P*(*s*\|*r*), which is challenging both experimentally and statistically, we can instead estimate *P*(*r*\|*s*) and infer *P*(*s*\|*r*) through Bayes\' rule, namely *P*(*s*\|*r*) = *P*(*r*\|*s*)*P*(*s*)/*P*(*r*), where *P*(*s*) is the distribution over stimuli (set to be a uniform distribution over all video frames used in the experiment), and *P*(*r*) is the distribution of the neural responses (calculated by marginalizing over stimuli, $P\left( r \right) = \sum\limits_{s}P\left( s \right)P\left( r \middle| s \right)$). Our experimental design, in which we presented many repeats of the same video, allowed us to draw hundreds of samples from *P*(*r*\|*s*), for every *s*. However, due to the exponential number of possible population activity patterns one cannot directly sample this distribution in full even for groups of 20 neurons. Instead, we construct accurate models of population encoding noise, which we then use to estimate *d*(*r*~i~,*r*~j~) for any pair of population patterns.

Population responses to 'interesting' stimuli exhibit strong network noise correlations {#s2-2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The properties of encoding noise, and in particular, the magnitude and importance of correlations between neurons in encoding a stimulus, commonly known as 'noise correlations', have been heavily debated ([@bib37]; [@bib50]; [@bib38]; [@bib39]). For pairs of neurons, average noise correlations are typically weak ([@bib10]; [@bib17]), implying that pairs of neurons are not far from being conditionally independent given the stimulus. If groups of cells were encoding information independently, that is, if $P\left( r \middle| s \right) = \Pi_{i}P\left( r^{\text{i}} \middle| s \right)$ for large populations, then *P*(*r*\|*s*) would be defined by the individual and independent noise of each neuron and would be easily learned from the noise of each neuron *P*(*r*^i^\|*s*). However, weak pairwise correlations do not imply that large groups are conditionally independent in encoding stimuli ([@bib49]; [@bib43]; [@bib69]; [@bib22]). Moreover, noise correlations are often estimated on average, over a range of different stimuli, and it is not clear what low average noise correlations imply for population encoding of specific stimuli.

We therefore estimated the noise correlations at the population level, for each stimulus *s*. Specifically, we quantified the correlation of the population in encoding the stimulus *s*, by the multi-information, $I\left( r \middle| s \right) = H\left\lbrack {P^{ind}\,\left( r \middle| s \right)} \right\rbrack - H\left\lbrack {P\left( r \middle| s \right)} \right\rbrack$ ([@bib3]; [@bib52]), where $H\left\lbrack {P^{ind}\,\left( r \middle| s \right)} \right\rbrack$ is the entropy assuming neurons are independent given the stimulus---$P^{\text{ind}}\left( r \middle| s \right) = \Pi_{i}P\left( r^{\text{i}} \middle| s \right)$, and $H\left\lbrack {P\left( r \middle| s \right)} \right\rbrack$ is the entropy of the joint population response to the stimulus *s* (estimated following [@bib59]). We note that *I*(*r\|s*) measures the total correlations of all orders among the cells. We found that most stimuli did not evoke a substantial response from the retina, which gave rise to low noise correlation in the network for these stimuli. However, when something 'interesting' happened in the video and the ganglion cells increased their firing rates, we found a sharp increase in the degree of network noise correlations for both natural and artificial videos ([Figure 2A,B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}; see [Figure 2---figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"} for analysis of sampling properties). Thus, while on average the network noise correlations may be weak, the population was strongly correlated and far from conditionally independent in response to interesting stimuli. In other words, for these stimuli, the variability or noise at the level of the network is significantly reduced compared to what would be expected from the apparent noise level of individual cells.10.7554/eLife.06134.004Figure 2.Strong noise correlations, at the population level, at interesting times in the video.(**A**) Population noise correlation, measured by the multi-information over the conditional population responses, at each point in time in response to an artificial video. Thin gray lines correspond to individual groups of 20 cells; average over groups is shown in purple. (**B**) Population noise correlation as a function of average population firing rate for one representative group. Interesting events in the video evoke a vigorous response by the retina, characterized by strong network correlations. (**C**) Distribution of spike counts across different repeats of the same stimulus for the time point marked by black dot in **A**. Purple dots correspond to empirical estimates, gray line is what we would expect if neurons were conditionally independent, given the stimulus; and red line is the prediction of the maximum entropy pairwise model. (**D**--**F**) Same as **A**--**C** but for a natural video clip.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.06134.004](10.7554/eLife.06134.004)10.7554/eLife.06134.005Figure 2---figure supplement 1.Accurate sampling of entropy.(**A**) Pairwise maximum entropy upper bound on entropy (gray) and the extrapolation corrected noise entropy ([@bib63]; [@bib59]) (purple) are shown as a function of the naive noise entropy estimate. Each dot corresponds to the distribution at a single time point in the artificial video; black line marks identity. The bias corrections are on the order of a few percent at most. (**B**) Same as **A**, but for data taken from the natural video data set (693 repeats).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.06134.005](10.7554/eLife.06134.005)10.7554/eLife.06134.006Figure 2---figure supplement 2.Log likelihood ratio of the pairwise model and the conditionally independent model.(**A**) A pairwise (second order maximum entropy as in the text) and an independent model (product of marginals) was fit to each time point (equivalently stimulus) in the artificial video using 90% of video repeats. The log likelihood ratio of the two models (log\[Likelihood~Pairwise~/Likelihood~Cond.\ −\ Indep.~\]) is plotted as a function of time (equivalently stimulus), for the held out 10% of repeats. The likelihoods are similar much of the time, corresponding to low firing epochs, but for many points in time the likelihood of the pairwise model can be orders of magnitude higher. (**B**) Same as **A**, for the natural video.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.06134.006](10.7554/eLife.06134.006)

Indeed, conditionally independent models of population encoding (which assume no noise correlations) fail exactly at such interesting stimuli ([@bib43]; [@bib22]), reflecting that in order to accurately characterize the population responses and the noise, we need a model that takes into account correlations between the cells that depend on the stimulus. We extended the framework of maximum entropy models for neural activity patterns ([@bib49]; [@bib54]), to the population responses to each stimulus ([@bib22]): for each stimulus, s, we fit the minimal model that has the same stimulus dependent firing rates and pairwise noise correlations observed over the repeats of that stimulus. This stimulus-dependent pairwise maximum entropy model is given by$$P^{(2)}\left( {r\text{|}s} \right) = \frac{1}{Z\left( s \right)}\text{exp}\left( {\sum\limits_{i}\alpha_{i}\left( s \right)r^{i} + \sum\limits_{i < j}\beta_{ij}\left( s \right)r^{i}r^{j}} \right),$$where *α*~*i*~(*s*) and *β*~*ij*~(*s*) were fit to obey the constraints. We found that *P*^(2)^(*r*\|*s*) gave relatively accurate models of the distribution of patterns that the population displayed across repeats, for the different stimuli ([Figure 2---figure supplement 2](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}), in agreement with [@bib22]. In particular, they captured accurately the strong network noise correlations ([Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

A thesaurus for a neural population code {#s2-3}
----------------------------------------

We then use the distributions *P*^(2)^(*r*\|*s*) that describe the population encoding noise, to estimate the dissimilarity, *d*(*r*~i~,*r*~j~), between any pair of patterns over the population in a reliable and precise manner. Since there are over a million possible population activity patterns for 20 neurons, we present here only the similarity matrix of all the population patterns that were observed in the test data (half of the data, which was randomly selected and not used to learn the similarity between activity patterns).

If stimuli were represented by overall population rates ([@bib8]; [@bib4]; [@bib31]; [@bib53]), then responses containing the same number of spiking neurons would be similar, and thus would have a small *d* between them. [Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the similarity matrix *d*(*r*~i~,*r*~j~) for one representative group of 20 cells, where matrix rows (and columns) stand for individual population patterns and are ordered according to the total number of spikes in each response. The lack of structure in the matrices for both artificial and natural stimuli shows that similar spike counts do not imply similar meaning.10.7554/eLife.06134.007Figure 3.The population code of the retina is comprised of clusters of responses with highly similar meaning.(**A**) Top: Similarity matrices of the population responses of representative groups of 20 neurons to an artificial (left) and natural (right) video. Each entry in the matrix corresponds to the similarity, *d* (see text), between two population responses observed in the test data (responses shown at bottom). Matrix rows (and columns) are ordered by total spike count in the population responses. Bottom: The population responses corresponding to the entries in the matrix; black ticks represent spikes. Each column is a population activity pattern corresponding to the matrix column directly above. Blue lines mark borders between different clusters. The lack of structure in the matrices implies that population responses with similar spike counts do not carry similar meanings. (**B**) Same as **A**, only here the matrix is clustered into 120 clusters. Matrix rows (and columns) are ordered such that responses from the same cluster appear together. A clustered organization of the population code is clearly evident. (**C**) Same as **B**, but using the Hamming distance between population responses, instead of the similarity measure *d*. A simple measure of syntactic similarity does not reveal the underlying clustered organization of the code.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.06134.007](10.7554/eLife.06134.007)10.7554/eLife.06134.008Figure 3---figure supplement 1.Clustered organization is highly significant.(**A**) The similarity matrix used in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} in the main text was first randomly shuffled and only then clustered. Clearly the grouping structure has disappeared, suggesting the structure is a property of the code\'s organization and not the values in the matrix or the power of the clustering algorithm. (**B**) For each of the ten 20 neuron groups we calculated the C Index ([@bib27]) (left, labeled 'Data'), which measures goodness of clustering; a smaller C Index corresponds to better clustering. For each matrix, we then measured the C Index for 100 randomly shuffled versions and took the minimal value of all shuffled matrices (right, labeled 'Shuffled'). None of the shuffled values came close to the real values, indicating a p-value smaller than 0.01 for each matrix. (**C**) Correlation coefficient between similarity matrices estimated using different fractions of data. Overall we had 641 repeats of the artificial video. Using 70% of the repeats, we are at ∼0.9 correlation with our estimates using all available repeats (Data are for the same matrix shown in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} of main text). (**D**--**F**) Same as **A**--**C** but for data taken from the natural video data set.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.06134.008](10.7554/eLife.06134.008)10.7554/eLife.06134.009Figure 3---figure supplement 2.Semantic similarity between population patterns can be explained by a simple local similarity measure, but not by a global similarity measure.(**A**) We sought a simple formula to approximate the similarity measure *d*, in the spirit of the measures described in [@bib68]; [@bib65]; [@bib26]. The Hamming distance gave a very poor approximation of similarity and even a measure which gave a different weight to each neuron, $\delta_{1}\left( {r_{i},r_{j}} \right) = \sum\limits_{\mu}w^{\mu}\left( {r_{i}^{\mu} - r_{j}^{\mu}} \right)^{2}$, performed very poorly. Shown is a joint histogram of the similarity values *d*(*r*~i~,*r*~j~) (x-axis) and the corresponding values predicted by a global second order similarity model $\delta_{2}\left( {r_{i},r_{j}} \right) = \sum\limits_{\mu}\sum\limits_{\nu}w^{\mu\nu}\left( {r_{i}^{\mu} - r_{j}^{\nu}} \right)^{2}$ (y-axis. *w* parameters fit to train data; results for cross-validated test data are shown) for the responses of a representative group of 20 neurons (same as in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) to an artificial video. For clarity, values were normalized about the y-axis, such that each vertical slice sums to one. (**B**) Joint histogram of the similarity values of pairs of responses from the same cluster (x-axis) and the similarity predicted by a local second order model for similarity, that is, *δ*~2~ applied independently to each cluster. Other details as in **A**. These results suggest that noise is highly stimulus dependent and cannot be accurately described by a global, stimulus independent, model. Yet, for a given cluster, we can accurately describe its similarity neighborhood, using the appropriate set of single neurons and neuron pairs. (**C**) In support of the previous conclusion, we found that close inspection of large response clusters reveals an obvious structure within clusters. Many of the clusters of similar responses can be characterized as having very precise neurons (almost always spiking or almost always silent), alongside more noisy neurons, which appear to be nearly random within a cluster. These precise and noisy neurons differ from one cluster to another. Shown is a detailed view of the responses in a subset of the clusters, which contain between 20 and 50 different patterns and appear most frequently in the data. Top: All population responses belonging to each cluster (clusters separated by vertical lines). Each horizontal line corresponds to one neuron; each vertical slice is the response of the population to a single repeat. Bottom: The average response of each cluster. The spiking probability of each neuron is represented by its gray scale intensity (color bar: dark---high spike probability, light---low spike probability). (**D-F**) same as (**A-C**), but for a natural video stimulus.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.06134.009](10.7554/eLife.06134.009)

In clear contrast, when we used a hierarchical clustering algorithm on *d*(*r*~i~,*r*~j~) matrices and grouped responses together according to their similarity (see 'Materials and methods'), we found that the ordered matrices exhibit an almost perfect block diagonal structure ([Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; see [Figure 3---figure supplement 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"} for statistical analysis). Thus, the population code that is used by the retina both for artificial videos, and for natural videos, is arranged in sets, or clusters, of highly similar activity patterns, which are very different from all other patterns. We term these groups of highly similar responses neural 'synonyms', and by analogy we refer to the similarity measure *d* as a *neural thesaurus*.

We examined whether the *Hamming* distance, which is a simple and intuitive measure of similarity between population responses (the number of neurons that differ in their spiking or silence state), was sufficient to reveal the structure of the population codebook. We thus constructed the matrices of Hamming distances between all pairs of population activity patterns, and clustered the responses, using the same hierarchical agglomerative clustering. [Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the Hamming matrix for the same group of 20 cells from a--d, where matrix rows (and columns) are ordered according to the clustering results. We did not find evident structure in the codebook used for natural stimuli, and only slightly more structure was apparent for the artificial stimuli. We emphasize that the results of [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} were typical for many independent choices of groups of cells (as is summarized later in Figure 5).

These results reflect the importance of measuring similarity in meaning and not similarity in structure. Using a syntactic (structure based) measure, we would not have been able to uncover the clustered organization of the neural population code that the semantic similarity reveals. Patterns that belong to the same cluster do exhibit some shared structure, namely some of the neurons almost always fire in a specific cluster and others are always silent ([Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, bottom). However, importantly, we found that the semantic similarity structure over all the patterns we observed could not be captured by a simple linear or bilinear function of the population patterns ([Figure 3---figure supplement 2](#fig3s2){ref-type="fig"}).

Coding by clusters {#s2-4}
------------------

The clustered structure of the neural population codebook suggests that the same stimulus may be represented by different, yet semantically similar population patterns, or synonyms. Such structure is commonly used in engineered codes in computer science and communications ([@bib11]; [@bib57]; [@bib12]). This gives rise to two important predictions, which we confirmed by cross-validation, using novel (held out) test stimuli: 1. Responses to repeated presentations of a stimulus should come from the same cluster. 2. Responses from the same cluster should be nearly interchangeable.

To directly show the advantages of cluster-based encoding of information by the retina, we quantified the reliability of population patterns used to encode the same stimulus. Because of the noise, the responses to repeated presentations of the same stimulus are so variable that even the most frequent population pattern would occur only a handful of times ([Figure 4A,B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). However, the reliability of the population code is revealed when instead of focusing on individual patterns, we count how many of the population patterns evoked by the same stimulus belong to the same cluster. Notably, even when the population response was highly unreliable (i.e., the most frequent response pattern appeared less than 20% of the time), often over 70% of the observed responses would fall within a single cluster (mostly for the natural video), for the cross-validated test data (see [Figure 4---figure supplement 1](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"} for statistical analysis).10.7554/eLife.06134.015Figure 4.Responses to the same stimulus tend to come from the same cluster.(**A**) The probability of the most frequent response across video repeats is plotted as a function of stimulus identity in gray (stimuli are sorted by reliability). In purple, we plot the reliability of the clustered response, that is, the probability of observing a response from the most frequent cluster for each stimulus (clustering matrix presented in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Only the 100 stimuli that evoked the strongest response are shown. Clearly, responses to the same stimulus tend to come from the same cluster, even when the most frequent single response occurs less than 20% of the time, thus the cluster code is far less noisy. (**B**) Same as **A** but for the natural video data set.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.06134.015](10.7554/eLife.06134.015)10.7554/eLife.06134.016Figure 4---figure supplement 1.Increased reliability of clustered responses is highly significant.(**A**) Responses recorded at the same time point across video repeats cluster together significantly. Shown is the probability of the most frequent cluster, plotted as a function of stimulus id (purple; stimuli sorted by reliability), for the clustered response; that is, the probability of the most frequent cluster evoked by each stimulus (same as [Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). For comparison, we also shuffled the cluster assignment of each response and repeated the analysis. Shown in gray is mean ± STD of the most frequent cluster in 100 randomly shuffled cluster assignments. Clearly, for many time points the high reliability of the clustered response is not merely a result of response grouping, but the tendency of responses from the same cluster to be associated with the same stimulus. (**B**) Same as **A**, but for natural video data set.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.06134.016](10.7554/eLife.06134.016)

Clusters convey most of the information available about the stimulus {#s2-5}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

The most direct test of 'coding by clusters' is to ask how much information about the stimulus would be lost if instead of knowing the precise population activity pattern (exactly which neurons spiked and which ones were silent) we only knew which cluster the pattern belongs to. We therefore compared the information that the full set of population responses *r* carry about the stimulus *I*(*s*;*r*), to the information that is carried just by knowing which cluster (out of *k* possible ones) the response belongs to, *I*(*s*;*C*~*k*~(*r*)). To that end, we labeled every population pattern in the test data according to its cluster identity, *C*~k~(r), based on the similarity structure learned from training data (see 'Materials and methods'). To avoid any arbitrary assumptions about the number of clusters, we assessed how much information is carried by *k* clusters, for different values of *k* ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) on novel test data that was not used for learning the similarity structure. We found that ∼100 clusters were enough to account for over 80% of the information available about the stimulus in the detailed population patterns, for both types of stimuli. Importantly, clustering the responses based on the Hamming distance between them gave significantly worse results. This clearly reflects that responses in the same cluster have a similar meaning and can indeed be viewed as noisy variants of a noise-free codeword, similar to the ground states or attractors in a Hopfield model ([@bib25]; [@bib62]).10.7554/eLife.06134.010Figure 5.Cluster identity conveys most of the information about the stimulus.(**A**) The fraction of information retained about the stimulus when population responses are replaced with the label of the cluster they belong to, plotted as a function of the number of clusters used. Lines correspond to the average of 10 groups of 20 neurons, line widths represent SEM. Purple---clustering based on the similarity measure described in the text, gray---clustering based on the Hamming distance. Inset: Fraction of information as a function of the number of clusters on a linear scale. Individual groups are shown in gray, and the orange line marks the curve corresponding to the representative matrix from [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Very few clusters are required to account for most of the information, suggesting responses from the same cluster have a similar meaning. (**B**) Same as **A**, but for a natural video clip.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.06134.010](10.7554/eLife.06134.010)10.7554/eLife.06134.011Figure 5---figure supplement 1.The similarity measure generalizes well across stimuli.(**A**) Fraction of information retained about the stimulus plotted against the number of response clusters. The similarity measure learned from the artificial video train data is applied either to cross-validated test data (same as [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} of main text; purple line), or to the train data itself (purple dots). We see nearly identical performance on cross-validated and non cross-validated data. Shown is the same representative group of 20 neurons as in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. (**B**) The number of clusters required to recover over 50% (filled purple circles) or 80% (open triangles) of the information available about the stimulus, plotted as a function of the inverse number of stimuli in the test data (train data remained fixed), on a semi-logarithmic scale. Also shown, for comparison, is the overall number of observed patterns (black line). Depicted are average and SEM (may be smaller than markers) over 10 different groups of 20 neurons. As the number of stimuli in the test set increased, we saw a very mild increase in the number of clusters required to account for either 50% or 80% of the information. In fact, there was no significant increase in the number of clusters when the number of stimuli increased from 200 to 250 (p \> 0.4, sign rank test), while the number of observed patterns grew significantly by over 500 (p \< 0.01 sign rank test). This suggests that the clusters (or 'code-words') we identified are relevant to a wide range of stimuli within the same stimulus class. (**C**, **D**) Same as panels **A** and **B**, but for data taken from the natural video data set.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.06134.011](10.7554/eLife.06134.011)10.7554/eLife.06134.012Figure 5---figure supplement 2.Clustering aimed at maximizing the mutual information yields similar results to clustering based on similarity alone.(**A**) Fraction of information retained about the stimulus plotted against the number of response clusters (full field flicker stimulus). Responses were either clustered using simple agglomerative clustering (purple. Same as in main text, see 'Materials and methods'), or using agglomerative information bottleneck clustering ([@bib55]), which explicitly aims to cluster responses such that maximal information about the stimulus is retained (black). Although, we would expect clustering aimed at information maximization to do a better job, after cross-validation (applying the clustering to novel responses to novel stimuli), we see that the simple similarity based clustering performs just as well. The data shown are for the same representative group as used throughout the main text. We note that results are shown for cross-validated test data, and that information bottleneck clustering is a greedy approach with no guarantee of optimality, thus it is possible for similarity based clustering to outperform information bottleneck clustering. (**B**) Same as **A**, but for the responses to a natural video stimulus.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.06134.012](10.7554/eLife.06134.012)10.7554/eLife.06134.013Figure 5---figure supplement 3.Comparing response similarity derived from the conditionally independent model and pairwise model.(**A**) Left: The probability of observing the most frequent response across repeats of the artificial video is plotted as a function of stimulus i.d. in gray; for clarity, the stimuli are sorted by reliability of their responses. In black is the reliability of the clustered response, that is, the probability of the most frequent cluster evoked by each stimulus, where responses were clustered by similarity derived from a conditionally independent model. In purple is the clustered reliability as derived from the pairwise model used in the main text (same as [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Only stimuli that evoked a strong response (at least one spike in over 75% of the repeats) are shown. Here, reliability is much higher when using the more accurate pairwise model to derive similarity between population responses. Right: Same as left, but for the Natural video data set. Here, differences between conditionally independent and pairwise models are less pronounced. (**B**) Left: Similarity derived from the conditionally independent model is directly compared with the similarity derived from the pairwise model, for test responses to the artificial video. Similarities between response pairs calculated using the conditionally independent model were binned (x-axis) and the mean and standard deviation of the similarity for the same pairs was calculated using the pairwise model (y-axis). Black line marks identity. Right: Same as left, but for the natural video. We see that similarity measured using the conditionally independent model is closer to that measured using the more accurate pairwise model under natural stimulation. (**C**) Left: same as [Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, but here we compare the fraction of information as a function of number of clusters curve obtained by using the pairwise model (purple) and the one obtained using the conditionally independent model, in which noise correlations are ignored (gray).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.06134.013](10.7554/eLife.06134.013)10.7554/eLife.06134.014Figure 5---figure supplement 4.The neural 'thesaurus' remains stable across different bin sizes.(**A**) Correlation matrix between the similarity values estimated for all possible response pairs. For a given group of 8 neurons from the artificial video data set, we calculated the full similarity matrix over all 256 possible responses. This was done for bin sizes between 5 and 80 ms. We then calculated the correlation between the similarity matrices for each combination of bin sizes. Shown is an average across 8 randomly chosen groups of 8 neurons. The results indicate that except for extreme differences in bin size, we recover highly consistent similarity structures. (**B**) The fraction of information is shown as a function of the number of clusters in the similarity matrix (compare to [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} in main text). Different bin sizes are indicated by colors. Different lines correspond to different individual 8 neuron groups (same groups as **A**). We see very similar results except for the very short time bin of 5 ms. (**C**, **D**) Same as **A** and **B** but for data taken from the natural video data set.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.06134.014](10.7554/eLife.06134.014)

We therefore conclude that grouping responses by their similarity in the training data identified clusters that conserved the information available about the stimuli in the test data, thus indicating that the similarity we measured is a general feature of the code and not limited to a particular set of stimuli. Importantly, all stimuli in the test data and many of the neural responses they evoked were not observed in the training data that we used to learn *d*(*r*~i~,*r*~j~). Thus, the limited number of stimuli and responses observed in the training data were sufficient to identify semantic clusters and predict the similarity between over a million possible neural responses evoked by a multitude of different possible stimuli, which were verified using the test data. We further point out that *d*(*r*~i~,*r*~j~) was so stable across time and for different selections of train and test data, that the information curves derived from clustering the cross-validated test data and the training data itself were nearly identical ([Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, the number of clusters required to convey 80% of the information seems to saturate with the size of the test set ([Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}). We conclude that the similarity between neural responses does not rely on the specific stimuli we used and would generalize to other stimuli at least within the same stimulus class.

We further emphasize that clustering of the responses was based on similarity alone and was not optimized to maximize information in any way (which could therefore give even better results). Yet, even if we clustered patterns by explicitly trying to maximize the information, we achieved very similar results ([Figure 5---figure supplement 2](#fig5s2){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that grouping responses simply by their semantic similarity may be nearly optimal from an information transmission standpoint.

We also estimated the semantic similarity between population patterns with simpler models for the population responses to the stimuli---using conditionally independent models of encoding, where for each stimulus *s* the response is described by $P\left( r \middle| s \right) = \Pi_{i}P\left( r^{\text{i}} \middle| s \right)$. Although these models give a different and less accurate estimate for the probability distribution than the pairwise model *P*^(2)^(*r*\|*s*) ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), we find that grouping the population activity patterns using this model results in a similar clustered structure (see [Figure 5---figure supplement 3](#fig5s3){ref-type="fig"}). This may suggest that the codebook organization into clusters is sufficiently robust, so that even when using a less accurate model of the neural responses one can identify the organization of the response space (see more in the 'Discussion').

Mapping the structure of the neural population codebook and its meaning {#s2-6}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Given that almost all information about the stimulus is carried by the identity of the cluster that a given activity pattern belongs to, we asked whether we can map the functional organization of the population codebook. We used *Isomap* ([@bib60]) to present a low dimensional embedding of all the population responses associated with clusters that contain 30--300 responses in three-dimensional Euclidean space ([Figure 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}; see 'Materials and methods' and [Video 1](#video1){ref-type="other"} for the raw data points in 3D). *Isomap* is an embedding algorithm for high dimensional data that preserves the geodesic distance between points. While this embedding is imperfect (one would need more dimensions to achieve a nearly perfect embedding; see [Figure 6---figure supplement 1](#fig6s1){ref-type="fig"}), it provides an approximate view of the organization of the population code of a sensory system and coarsely reflects the 'cloud' of patterns that make up each cluster.10.7554/eLife.06134.017Figure 6.Response similarity predicts stimulus similarity.(**A**) The responses belonging to clusters that contain 30--300 patterns were embedded using *Isomap*. Each ellipse represents the 1 STD Gaussian fit to all responses belonging to a single cluster. The Euclidean distance in the plot approximates the similarity measure *d* (see text). The coordinates also correspond to the RGB value of each ellipse, thus nearby clusters share similar colors. Same representative group as in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. (**B**) Embedding of cluster triggered average waveforms in 2D Euclidean space. For each pair of clusters from panel **A**, we calculated the inter-cluster distance as the average similarity between pairs of responses, one from each cluster. Clusters were then embedded in 2D space using *Isomap* in a manner that approximates the calculated distances. Each cluster is represented by the mean stimulus that preceded (250 ms) responses belonging to that cluster. Thus, nearby waveforms belong to similar clusters. Clusters are colored as in panel **A**, therefore the blue channel corresponds to the third dimension of embedding not shown in the plot.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.06134.017](10.7554/eLife.06134.017)10.7554/eLife.06134.018Figure 6---figure supplement 1.Cluster similarity implies stimulus similarity.(**A**) Geodesic vs embedded distances for the embedding shown in [Figure 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. The x-axis is the Geodesic distance between clusters (i.e., distances in the neighborhood graph; methods), vs the Euclidean distances after embedding in 3D. (**B**) Residual variance as a function of dimensionality for embedding of waveforms in [Figure 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. The residual variance is defined as 1 − *r*^2^(*d*~G~,*d*~Iso~), where *r* is the correlation coefficient, *d*~G~ is the geodesic distances between points as defined by the weighted neighborhood graph ([@bib60]), and *d*~Iso~ is the Euclidean distances between points after embedding. (**C**) Same as **A**, but for embedding of responses in [Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. Due to the large number of population responses embedded (2391), we show the joint histogram of the geodesic (x-axis) and embedded (y-axis) distance values. Colorbar represents frequency of occurrence of distance pairs. (**D**) Same as **B**, but for embedding of responses in [Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. (**E**) For each pair of clusters shown in [Figure 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, we calculated the correlation coefficient between the cluster triggered average stimulus (the average of all stimuli preceding responses in a cluster) of each cluster, and plot it as a function of the distance between the clusters. Inter cluster distance was defined as the average similarity between pairs of responses, one from each cluster. Even though the correlation coefficient is not the ideal measure to quantify similarity among stimuli, we still see a clear and significant relationship between cluster similarity and stimulus similarity. Namely, clusters that are more similar (smaller values on the x-axis) have a higher correlation between their associated average stimuli.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.06134.018](10.7554/eLife.06134.018)Video 1.Embedding of responses in 3D using *Isomap*.Each dot represents a single population response to the artificial video; the Euclidean distance between points approximates the similarity d between them. Similar to [Figure 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, only we explicitly plot every population activity pattern in each cluster. Colors represent different clusters and correspond to the colors in [Figure 6A,B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.06134.019](10.7554/eLife.06134.019)10.7554/eLife.06134.019

To show the functional correlates of these clusters in coding, we present the similarity between clusters in terms of the stimuli that they encode. To that end, we quantified the distance between each pair of clusters, *C*~m~ and *C*~l~, by the average distance between all inter-cluster response pairs, $\left\langle {d\left( {r_{i},r_{j}} \right)} \right\rangle_{i \in C_{1},j \in C_{2}}$. We then embed the clusters in a Euclidean space according to the similarity between them (again using *Isomap*). Thus, in [Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} each cluster is represented by the average of its associated stimulus ensemble (we emphasize that the stimuli were taken exclusively from the test data). Hence, waveforms that are closer in space belong to clusters that are more similar. We find that response similarity measured from the training data predicts stimulus similarity in the test data ([Figure 6---figure supplement 1](#fig6s1){ref-type="fig"} shows the correlation between cluster similarity and stimulus similarity; for more accurate metrics on stimulus space, see \[[@bib61]\]). Thus, the similarity measure proposed here for the population responses captures similarity in meaning and generalizes across stimuli. We note that this analysis could only be carried out on the simple one dimensional full field video, as there is no evident way to reduce the dimensionality of natural stimuli.

Decoding novel population patterns using the neural thesaurus {#s2-7}
-------------------------------------------------------------

The organization of the retina codebook may also explain how the brain can decode novel stimuli from novel neural activity patterns. Namely, if we observe a response *r* that we have never seen before, we can now ask what similar responses tell us about the stimulus. Importantly, this can be done since *P*^(2)^(*r*\|*s*) allows us to estimate *d*(*r*~i~,*r*~j~) even for patterns we have not seen in the past. Indeed, we found that *P*(*s*\|*r*) for a held-out test response, *r*, could be well estimated simply by taking *P*(*s*\|*r*′) for the response, *r*′, which is most similar to it. Similarity was assessed using the thesaurus that we learned from the training data, that is, for different stimuli than the ones we tested on ([Figure 7A,B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). This approach clearly improved our ability to estimate the stimulus compared to our prior knowledge about the stimulus, as measured by the Jensen-Shannon divergence between the 'true' *P*(*s*\|*r*) and the estimate ([Figure 7C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Using a thesaurus based on the Hamming distance clearly degraded performance and reduced the accuracy of the stimulus estimate ([Figure 7C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}).10.7554/eLife.06134.020Figure 7.Accurate decoding of new stimuli from previously unseen population responses, using a neural thesaurus.(**A**) The conditional distribution over stimuli for one population response, *P*(*s*\|*r*), to the artificial video is shown (black dots). *P*(*s*\|*r*) can be well approximated by the conditional distribution over stimuli *P*(*s*\|*r*′) where *r*′ is the response most similar to *r* according to the thesaurus *d* ('*r*′~Nearest~', purple line). Actual responses are shown as inset. The same representative group of 20 neurons shown in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} was used here. Error bars represent standard errors of the probability estimates **B**. Same as in **A**, but for a natural video clip. (**C**) Top: The average Jensen-Shannon divergence between the 'true' *P*(*s*\|*r*) and the estimate described in panel **A** (Semantic), or for an estimate derived using the Hamming distance instead of our similarity measure (Hamming), for the artificial video data. Also shown is the average divergence from the prior over stimuli (Prior). Plotted are mean and standard errors (barely discernable) across all patterns that had at least one close neighbor (\<0.25 bits away). Bottom: Same as above, but for the natural video data. Having a thesaurus markedly improves our ability to gain some knowledge about never before seen responses, compared to a naive prior, or even to using Hamming distance as a similarity measure.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.06134.020](10.7554/eLife.06134.020)10.7554/eLife.06134.021Figure 7---figure supplement 1.Comparing decoding performance using the conditionally independent model and pairwise model.Left: The average Jensen-Shannon divergence between the 'true' P(s\|r) and the estimate based on the most similar response as measured using either the conditionally independent model or the pairwise model used in the main text (see [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), for responses evoked by an artificial video. Plotted are mean and standard errors (barely discernable) across all patterns that had at least one close neighbor (\<0.25 bits away). The pairwise model performs on average slightly yet significantly better (p \< 10^−4^, two-sided paired sign test). Right: Same as left, but for the natural video. Again, the pairwise model performs on average slightly yet significantly better (p \< 10^−4^, two-sided paired sign test).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.06134.021](10.7554/eLife.06134.021)

Thus, using a very limited set of known responses it is possible to decode novel responses to novel stimuli. This may be crucial when encountering new responses to known stimuli, due to sensory noise, or when generalizing prior knowledge to novel stimuli.

Discussion {#s3}
==========

We presented a thesaurus for a neural population code---a similarity measure between population activity patterns, based on the meaning of the responses and not on their syntactic structure. This is a general framework for mapping the codebook in any sensory system, since it makes no assumptions about what makes two spike trains similar, or that the similarity structure should obey a metric in the strict mathematical sense. Indeed, it revealed that the neural code of the brain is very different than our usual mathematical intuition: what we may regard as intuitive measures, like the Hamming distance, fail to capture the similarity between neural population responses. Instead, we found a highly structured codebook, organized in groups of responses that carry very similar information, and are distinct from all other responses.

This organization of the neural population codebook into a relatively small number of semantically different clusters is reminiscent of the design of engineered codes used in communication. There, to overcome noise, different codewords are placed far apart in space of codewords, to allow for error-correction. Since noise may corrupt a message that is sent through a channel, when a pattern is received, it is compared to all possible codewords and is classified according to the nearest one. Importantly, the distance between codewords must be defined by the nature of the noise. Here, we found a neural population code that seems to be built along similar lines. Our thesaurus revealed that most of the information that the population encodes is held by the identity of the cluster that a specific activity pattern belongs to, and that more detailed information may be carried by the fine structure of the pattern. These results generalized across novel stimuli and scaled slowly with the number of stimuli used ([Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}). We thus suggest that our analysis reveals a design principle of the population codebook of a sensory circuit.

What are the advantages of such a population code design? We note that for a large neural population, most network activity patterns are observed at most once ([@bib20]). Thus, the brain frequently receives from its sensory neurons activity patterns that were never seen before. This may occur either due to sensory noise, corrupting the response to a known stimulus but also as a result of a truly novel stimulus. In either case, a semantic similarity measure between neural population responses may explain how these novel inputs may be deciphered: when a novel response pattern is encountered it can take on the information content of similar responses, whose meaning is already known. Therefore, the thesaurus may not only explain how sensory noise can be overcome but also how the brain can generalize across stimuli. Indeed, the thesaurus enabled us to decode neural activity patterns we have not seen before, based on their similarity to other responses.

Uncovering the structure and organization of the population code relied on our ability to accurately model the noisy nature of the population response to specific stimuli. It is the nature of the noise that determines how likely two responses are to be interchanged, and consequently the semantic similarity between them. Here, we used pairwise maximum entropy models to capture the 'noise correlations' at every time point, ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), which were weak on average, but significant at specific times, as was also shown in ([@bib30]; [@bib43]; [@bib10]; [@bib22]).

Interestingly, learning a thesaurus using the conditionally independent model of the neural responses to the stimuli, recovered a similarity structure that was on par with that revealed by the pairwise model, in terms of the information that the clusters carried about the stimulus. These results are surprisingly given that the cells were clearly not conditionally independent. One possible explanation is that the organization of the codebook may be so robust, namely that the separation between clusters is sufficiently large, that even an inaccurate model can capture the identity clusters because the errors of the model are smaller than the distance between clusters. The results of ([@bib53]; [@bib22]) suggest that the contribution of noise correlations to shaping the population response to stimuli will increase significantly with network size. Since by definition, the conditional independent model implies larger encoding noise (noise entropy), this suggests that the clusters would be 'wider' in this case. It would therefore be most interesting to explore the thesaurus that these models would give for larger populations of cells, beyond groups of 20 cells that we used here for sampling reasons. Finally, we note again that the pairwise models gave better results for decoding stimuli over the conditionally independent model.

Previous studies have suggested mathematically elegant and computationally efficient measures of spike train similarity, relying mostly on edit-distance based metrics ([@bib68]; [@bib65]; [@bib67]; [@bib26]). Our approach is fundamentally different, as it does not assume a metric structure, or particular features of the code ([@bib24]) and does not require assumptions about the syntactic similarity between activity patterns. But maybe most importantly, we found that the semantic similarity between population responses could not be approximated by simple linear or bilinear functions of the patterns. This is mostly due to the fact that noise showed a high degree of stimulus dependence ([Figure 3---figure supplement 2](#fig3s2){ref-type="fig"}). This means that the correlated nature of neural noise shapes the population code differently for different stimuli.

The approach we presented here could be immediately applied to other neural circuits ([@bib6]; [@bib41]), and it is therefore important to note where our approach has been restrictive and could be extended. First, our clustering was not optimized to maximize the information that the clusters carry about the stimulus, but only to group similar responses together. Interestingly, such an information maximization clustering approach ([@bib55]) does not result in significantly more information using fewer clusters ([Figure 5---figure supplement 2](#fig5s2){ref-type="fig"}). Second, hard clustering of the population responses into *k* clusters is somewhat arbitrary, and it is possible to consider generalizations to fuzzy rather than hard clustering---where responses may be associated with several clusters, or categories, simultaneously in a probabilistic manner ([@bib71]). Lastly, while both agglomerative and spectral clustering yielded similar results in our analysis of the nature of the retinal population code, it is possible that other ways of clustering would reveal further structure of the code.

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

Electrophysiology {#s4-1}
-----------------

Experiments were performed on the adult tiger salamander (*Ambystoma tigrinum*). All experiments were approved by the institutional animal care and use committee of Ben-Gurion University of the Negev and were in accordance with government regulations. Prior to the experiment the salamander was adapted to bright light for 30 min. Retinas were isolated from the eye and peeled from the sclera together with the pigment epithelium. Retinas were placed with the ganglion cell layer facing a multi-electrode array with 252 electrodes (Ayanda Biosystems, Lausanne, Switzerland) and superfused with oxygenated (95% O~2~/5% CO~2~) Ringer medium which contains: 110 mM NaCl, 22 mM NaHCO~3~, 2.5 mM KCl, 1 mM CaCl~2~, 1.6 mM MgCl~2~, and 18 mM Glucose, at room temperature ([@bib35]). The electrode diameter was 10 μm and electrode spacing varied between 40 and 80 μm. The array was lowered onto the retina from above by means of a standard mechanical manipulator. Extracellularly recorded signals were amplified (Multi Channel Systems, Germany) and digitized at 10k Samples/s on four personal computers and stored for off-line spike sorting and analysis. Spike sorting was done by extracting the amplitude and width from each potential waveform, and then by clustering using an in-house written MATLAB program ([Source code 1](#SD1-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). 48/31 retinal ganglion cells were recorded and cleanly isolated in the artificial/natural video experiment.

Visual Stimulation {#s4-2}
------------------

Natural video clips were acquired using a digital video camera (Sony Handycam DCR-HC23) at 30 frames per second. The stimulus was projected onto the salamander retina from a CRT video monitor (ViewSonic G90fB) at a frame rate of 60 Hz such that each acquired frame was presented twice, using standard optics ([@bib45]). The original color videos were converted to gray scale, using a gamma correction for the computer monitor. Artificial full-field flicker stimuli were generated by sampling a uniform gray level from a normal distribution. In both cases, the visual stimulus covered the retinal patch that was used for the experiment entirely. A 10 s clip was taken from each video and played to separate retinas repetitively for approximately 2 hr. Each video was therefore replayed to the retina over 600 times.

Data Analysis {#s4-3}
-------------

Analysis was carried out in MATLAB. We examined the responses of ten randomly chosen groups of 20 neurons from each retina. Spikes were binned at 20 ms (different bin sizes did not qualitatively affect our results, see [Figure 5---figure supplement 4](#fig5s4){ref-type="fig"}). Each response *r* is a 20 bit binary vector with each bit corresponding to the activity of a single neuron (0 representing silence and 1 representing spiking) in a single time bin.

Estimating the noise distribution {#s4-4}
---------------------------------

To estimate the probability distribution of responses to a given stimulus *P*(*r*\|*s*), we considered the ensemble of responses recorded at a single point in time in the video across repeats. Note that the retina is displayed with the exact same stimulus, including several minutes of stimulus history, at each repeat. We then estimated the single neuron and pairwise spiking probability from the data in order to generate a maximum entropy pairwise model as detailed in previous work ([@bib21]). Briefly, the maximum entropy pairwise distribution is known to take the form ([@bib29]) $P^{(2)}\left( r \middle| s \right) = \frac{1}{Z\left( s \right)}\text{exp}\left( {\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{N}\alpha_{i}\left( s \right)r_{i} + \sum\limits_{i < j}\beta_{ij}\left( s \right)r_{i}r_{j}} \right)$. The parameters can be found by optimizing the likelihood of the data *L*(Data\|*α*,*β*). Since the log likelihood is concave, the global optimum can be found using gradient methods, with local derivatives $\frac{\partial\text{L}}{\partial\alpha_{i}\left( s \right)} = \left\langle r_{i} \right\rangle_{P_{Data}{({r|s})}} - \left\langle r_{i} \right\rangle_{P^{(2)}{({r|s})}}$, where \<*f*(*r*)\>~*P*~ represents the expected value of some function of the response, *f*, with respect to the probability distribution *P*.

Clustering and Information {#s4-5}
--------------------------

Data were split into train and test sets. The train set was used to learn the conditional probabilities *P*(*r*\|*s*), which were then used to construct *P*(*s*\|*r*) through Bayes\' rule *P*(*s*\|*r*) = *P*(*r*\|*s*)*P*(*s*)/*P*(*r*). The dissimilarity matrix between all responses observed in the test set was defined as *d*(*r*~1~,*r*~2~) = *D*~JS~(*P*(*s*\|*r*~1~)\|\|*P*(*s*\|*r*~2~)) (where *D*~JS~ stands for the Jensen-Shannon divergence, and *s* represents only train stimuli). This matrix was clustered using hierarchical agglomerative clustering with the distance between clusters defined as the average distance between inter-cluster pairs. Different methods of spectral clustering yielded similar results. The number of clusters, *k*, was systematically varied. For a given value of *k*, the mutual information between stimulus and clusters *I*(*s*;*C*~*k*~(*r*)) was estimated as follows: Each response in the test data was replaced with its cluster label *C*~*k*~(*r*) (*C*~*k*~(*r*) can take a value in {1...*k*}) and then mutual information was estimated as *I*(*s*;*C*~*k*~(*r*)) = *H*(*C*~*k*~(*r*)) − *H*(*C*~*k*~(*r*)\|*s*), where *H* is the Shannon entropy. *H*(*C*~*k*~(*r*)) is the total entropy of different clusters in the data. $H\left( {C_{k}\left( r \right)} \right) = - \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{k}P\left( {C_{k}\left( r \right) = i} \right)\log\left( {P\left( {C_{k}\left( r \right) = i} \right)} \right)$, where $P\left( {C_{k}\left( r \right) = i} \right)$ is the frequency of the *i*th cluster, out of *k*, in the data. *H*(*C*~*k*~(*r*)\|*s*) is the average conditional entropy of clusters given stimulus *s*. In our case, we treat each time point in the 10 s video as a unique stimulus, and thus *H*(*C*~*k*~(*r*)\|*s*) is given by the conditional entropy at each time point across video repeats, averaged over time points---$H\left( {C_{k}\left( r \right)\text{|}s} \right) = H\left( {C_{k}\left( r \right)\text{|}t} \right) = - \sum\limits_{t = 1}^{T}\frac{1}{T}\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{k}P\left( {C_{k}\left( r \right) = i\text{|}t} \right)\log P\left( {C_{k}\left( r \right) = i\text{|}t} \right)$, where $P\left( C_{k}\left( r \right) = i \middle| t \right)$ is the frequency of cluster *i*, out of *k*, at time *t* in the video. The representative matrices in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} were chosen as the matrices with the fifth (out of 10) highest average ratio of the within cluster similarity and the overall similarity. The total degree of network correlation was measured using the multi-information ([@bib3]; [@bib52]), defined as *I*~N~ = *H*~ind~ − *H*, where *H*~ind~ is the independent entropy (sum of all individual neuron entropies) and *H* is the entropy estimated from the actual data. In all cases where information or entropy was estimated, we used the method of extrapolation ([@bib63]; [@bib59]) to correct for finite sampling biases. These corrections were on the order of a few percent (see [Figure 2---figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}).

Decoding {#s4-6}
--------

For a given response *r* in the test set, we compared the 'true' *P*(*s*\|*r*), constructed from *P*(*r*\|*s*) across test stimuli as previously described, to one of three estimates $\widetilde{P}\left( {s\text{|}r} \right)$: (1) The true prior over stimuli *P*(*s*), which is a uniform distribution over stimuli. (2) A nearest neighbor estimate, that is, $\widetilde{P}\left( {s\text{|}r} \right)$ = *P*(*s*\|*r*′) where *d*(*r*,*r*′) is minimal across all responses in the test set. (3) Same as 2, only r′ is a nearest neighbor in Hamming distance (arbitrarily chosen out of all nearest neighbors).

Response embedding {#s4-7}
------------------

Responses were embedded using the *Isomap* algorithm ([@bib60]). Given a set of pairwise distances, *Isomap* finds a configuration of points in *k* dimensions that most closely recreate the geodesic distances between points. The geodesic distance between two points is either the dissimilarity *d* between them, if they are connected in the neighborhood graph, or the shortest weighted path if they are not. Two nodes were connected if their dissimilarity was smaller than 0.5 bits (epsilon neighborhood). *Isomap* was chosen over multi dimensional scaling approaches as it gave better results, in particular since dissimilarities are bounded from above (1 bit maximum). We limited the number of points to embed so that a 2--3 dimensional embedding gave a reasonably faithful reconstruction of the geodesic distances as measured by the residual variance.
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